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WeBookCare Now Available on the App Store and Google Play
An App to get trusted home care just the way you like it.

Aging is a part of life. Everybody gets old, like it or not.
The goal is to age well. Aging with dignity is a mix of slowing down the decline of your physical and mental health and maintaining good health for as long as possible. It is essential that
vulnerable people be treated with respect and live the latter stages of their lives with dignity.
Many vulnerable seniors, especially those with low incomes, chronic illness, or other factors,
go without the support, home care services, health care, or equipment needed to live a
dignified life.
If you have older parents who live alone, ask them if they are getting the kind of support and
services needed to age with dignity. You can be a valuable resource and help connect them
with important home care services. Pay attention to changes if your parents can't perform
some daily tasks anymore. These may just be the everyday things we take for granted, like
climbing the stairs, practising personal hygiene, preparing meals and eating, reading
important information like medication dosages, housekeeping, or simply opening the
shampoo bottle.
Yet, as inevitable as they are, families hardly discuss getting help let alone, plan for it.
Could it be because families and older adults resign themselves to the notion that there
aren’t a lot of senior care choices when they age? Care Seeking families considering sending
their senior loved ones to a facility or obtaining expensive home care services from a traditional nursing agency may be surprised that there is a third choice: WeBookCare.

It’s important to know that when sending a senior loved one to a nursing home, some families
observe a faster decline due to a dependence on the nursing home staff for everything, even for
the fundamental function of deciding things for themselves. Second, it takes an emotional toll
when uprooted from home, their cherished space. Next, the shared community setting exposes
seniors more to unwanted infections and illnesses. Last, the cost component to sending a senior
to a care facility is undeniably high—going up to $8,000 per month.
The second alternative, receiving home care services through a traditional nursing agency, may
be a way to keep a senior loved one at home but not without disadvantages, given its model
wherein the agency stands as a middleman. First, Care Seekers and Caregivers alike do not
control who the agency will assign to a Care Recipient; this often leaves having a suitable Care
Recipient-Caregiver match to chance. Next, Care Seekers don’t have any control over when
Caregivers come to help, they set minimum hours, and with the high turnover of Caregivers,
there is no continuity of care. And, of course, the nursing agency stands as a middleman with
profit objectives that subscribe to outdated core values and brands telling seniors how to live.
Sadly, this pushes some Care Seeker families to settle. They settle for the least expensive nursing
home or nursing agency choice and view them as “practical alternatives.” They fail to see that
the set care plans are a one-size-fit-all solution for all seniors. Effectively, with this structure, your
senior loved one receives less of the specific and genuine home care that they supposedly need
while remaining as independent as they can still be for longer.
There must be a better way to age with dignity!
This was how WeBookCare was born.

While running her traditional nursing agency, Independent Lifestyles Homecare, Ltd.,
for over a decade now, Vanessa Knox saw the need for an alternative with a shift to
improving access to affordable, quality home care.
Vanessa dreamed of changing how Care Seekers directly find a compassionate
Caregiver for their loved one and finding a novel way of empowering the Caregivers
to market their home care services, giving actual ownership over their work.
WeBookCare is an online app and the first of its kind in the home care industry! It is
the digital front door for Caregivers to market their home care services and for Care
Seekers to find and book local Caregivers, thus improving access to affordable,
quality home care.
Ultimately, the path clears for a more convenient and affordable home care choice
without the agency middleman. This gives the seniors more of the care they
need--when and how they need it. Indeed, a win-win situation!

How is WeBookCare different? The WeBookCare app offers these key features
and benefits:
Cost Savings - Care Seekers can save as much as 50% when booking home
care services through the app vs. through a traditional nursing agency. At the
same time, Caregivers can earn up to 25% more.
Control - Care Seeker families have complete control over the schedule,
home care services, frequency of visits, and the selection of qualified
Caregivers they book. There are no minimum hours. Caregivers likewise have
total control over the home care services they offer, their rates, their clients,
their work schedule, and work location.

Trust & Transparency - WBC Caregivers must pass a quiz and undergo a
background check and training to get approved. In addition, Care Seekers can view
detailed profiles, 5-star ratings, and written reviews of the Caregivers. On the other
hand,

Caregivers can view the prospective Care Seekers’ profiles to get a clear

picture of the family and Care Recipient background. Plus, Care Seekers and
Caregivers can message and transact with each other securely in WeBookCare’s
secure platform.
Peace of Mind - Families communicate directly with Caregivers and receive updates
on how loved ones are doing with their daily activities of living and care.
24/7 Support - Directly connect with WeBookCare for quick responses and
outstanding service.

The WeBookCare app ushers in a breakthrough way for Care Seekers to have complete control in
booking pre-screened Caregivers for their senior loved ones at affordable rates without the restrictive
minimum hours and home care agency middle man.
The Caregivers also come out as winners because the app empowers them to market their home care
services to a network of Care Seekers while choosing their rates, clients, work schedule, and work
location. As a result, they earn more while making a difference in the lives of seniors and Care Seekers.
Yet, most importantly, the senior care recipients receive more home care that assures them of
independence and better quality of life at home, for much longer!
It's as simple as 1-2-3 to start enjoying the features of the WeBookCare app! All you need to do is
download the app, complete your profile, and safely and conveniently search for the right kind of help,
where and when you need it. Book your favourite Caregiver. Your Caregiver arrives, your loved one is
taken care of, your workload is reduced, and we pay the Caregiver directly at the end of the booking!
If you’re a Caregiver, you just need to go through a simple process of creating a profile, passing a
background check, and a short quiz. Then, you’d be ready to pick up any client asking to book. After
which, you’d start making a difference in the lives of our most vulnerable with your care in no time!
Find out how easy and direct Care Seekers and Caregivers can work together to make it possible for
seniors to remain healthy and safe at home.
The WeBookCare app is now available for download on the App Store and Google Play for free. Home
care services are initially available in Vancouver and surrounding areas, Squamish, Whistler, the Sunshine
Coast, Abbotsford and Chilliwack, but will soon become available to other cities.. WeBookCare aims to
expand to more cities all over Canada!

To learn more about WeBookCare, visit www.webookcare.com and download the WeBookCare app NOW! Now
available on the App Store and Google Play!
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Have any questions? We’d love to answer them! Contact us:
Email: marketing@webookcare.com
Call: +1.844.277.9861

